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AN UNEXPLORED CONCEPT IN
WITTGENSTEIN
James C. Klagge
are a half-dozen or so concepts used byWittgenstein
that are
and
his
middle
later
central
to
work?notions
such as
understanding
THERE
criteria and symptoms, form of life, language game, rule-following, and
?bersicht
(or "synopsis"). Each has received a thorough, though perhaps
not

and

examination,

definitive,

sive, emphasis.

a necessary,

though

exces

occasionally

is another concept worth adding to the list.

Here

In his middle and later writings Wittgenstein
regularly considers what
some fact or activity consists in [darin besteht]. He does this some 275
times in his writings published to date.1 We have all kinds of reasons for
being interested in this concept: It is central toWittgenstein's project of
dethroning essences and demystifying the mental, it is closely bound up

with the development
a criterion,

and

concept of

of that other important Wittgensteinian

it foreshadows

much

on non-reductive

work

contemporary

The last of these important ramifications o? darin bestehen
materialism.
will be relegated to footnotes. Instead the focus will be on the more basic
task of exploring its use byWittgenstein.
It is, in one way, strange that the concept has been ignored, since it occurs
as often as the well-worn term "criterion" (some 285 times), and it is just
as interesting. But, on the other hand, its disregard is not so surprising,
since the concept is expressed by a verb rather than by a substantive. Verbs
rarely make it into indices,2 and we do not tend to organize our thinking
around

verbs.

But

once

one

notices

the

concept,

use

its widespread

and

importance become apparent. What is necessary is an ?bersicht of the
concept. (The concept of "consisting in" is itself very important forWittgen
stein in gaining an ?bersicht of other concepts.)
I
"Consists in" is properly used to indicate the constituents of a fact, event,
quality, or activity. When one is concerned with the constituents of a thing
or object, one speaks ofwhat that thing consists of. In that sense, what
one seeks are components.3 (Nevertheless, I will sometimes speak ofwhat
something
activities,

consists
and

not

in, where
things.)

For

indicates

"something"
example,

a

particular

a

of facts

range

game,

469
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may

consist

a board,

of dice,

and

markers,

a rulebook,

while

playing

that game, as an activity, consists in throwing the dice, moving around the
board according to the rules, and so forth.4 Thus, what Wittgenstein seeks
are constituents in the sense of a philosophical explication, not in the sense
considers what something
of a physical breakdown. When Wittgenstein
consists in, he means this in one of two different senses:
1) Sometimes he means: what it involves or requires. Here he is indicat
ing a crucial constituent that goes along with some others that remain
In this sense iix consists iny, then y is a necessary condition
unspecified.
of x. This usage is not too common inWittgenstein's writing, and when it
occurs he ismore often denying than asserting.5
2) Much more common and interesting is a usage according towhich
consists

iny,

then

x amounts

to nothing

more

than

y, or is exhausted

ifx

by y.6

This usage of the concept seems to have some ontological import. It is
well-suited to express the "nothing but" intuition ofmaterialists. When x
consists iny in this sense, Wittgenstein sometimes expresses this by saying
that y constitutes x (so "constitutes" is the converse of "consists in"), or that
x

is y.1

The nothing-but
different senses:

conception

of "consists

in" can in turn be used

in two

a) When identity theorists claim that pain is (or, consists in) nothing but
the firing of C-fibres, they are expressing what may be called the "strong"
nothing-but

conception

of "consists

in."

This

is generally

known

as

reduc

tion. The phenomenon in question, in this case (being in) pain, is co-exten
sive with and reducible to some other notion, viz. the firing of C-fibres.
often uses this strong sense of nothing-but "consists in," but
Wittgenstein

almost always rejects claims involving it.8 The later Wittgenstein system
as the view that
atically opposes simplistic attempts at reduction?such
names
to
in
consists
objects (PI 26). But
giving
language learning simply
he is especially concerned to reject reduction when it invokes some alleged
mental entity. For example, Wittgenstein rejects the idea that meaning is
an experience (PI p. 181), and that thinking consists in having images
(RFM p. 81).
the single exception to Wittgenstein's
animosity to reduction
Perhaps
concerns meaning.
Though he does not think that all meaning consists
simply in (or, "is") use (PI 43), nevertheless, for certain kinds of symbols,

such as syncategorematic symbols, he holds that their meaning lies in the
technique of applying them (PI 557 [liegt]); and generally sameness of
meaning between expressions consists in sameness of use (PI 20, line 43).9
However, if one goes on to insist that there is something common to
in general, towhich it could be reduced, Wittgenstein will resist

meaning

(Z 16):
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something

in.

b) More
weaker,

and

commonly

an essential

a

is concerned with

centrally Wittgenstein

sense

non-reductive,

of nothing-but

"consists

circumstances.

That

involves

in," which

of the consideration ofwhat x consists in to the
ofthat particular occurrence ofx. This sort of relativization
to circumstances is familiar in the formal difference between 3V claims and
VB claims in predicate logic. Strong nothing-but claims that x consists in
y are equivalent to the assertion that there is some description in terms of
relativization

circumstances

y that

x consists

in under

any

is how

reductive

claims

are formalized. (For example, the identity theorist holds that there is some
brain state that all cases of pain are realized by.) Weak nothing-but claims
that x consists in y are equivalent to the assertion that for any given
circumstance of x there is some description in terms of y that constitutes
x.

is how

That

non-reductive

claims

are

formalized,

and

in contemporary

(For example, the non-re
jargon this is known as variable realizability.
ductive materialist holds that for any case of pain there is some brain state
that realizes it.)
Wittgenstein
different

asserts

of a wide

in different

things

range of phenomena

in

that they consist
Some

circumstances.10

particular

clear

very

(C&V
examples of this are: following a musical phrase with understanding
pp. 51 & 70); being guided by something (PI 170, 172, 177 [liegt], & 178);
interpreting something in a certain way (RPP I 1=Z 208); inferring (RFM
pp. 39-44); and changing one's taste (BrB pp. 143-144).
From the fact that "consists in" often admits of variable realizability, we
some cases of, for example, interpreting a figure as an F
will consist in saying "that's supposed to be an F," others will not (RPP I
1). But will all cases of saying "that's supposed to be an F" constitute
know that while

interpreting the figure as an F? Obviously not, as Wittgenstein himself
(PG p. 139 & BrB pp. 144-46). Saying "that's supposed to be
acknowledges
an F" constitutes interpreting it as an F only in certain circumstances (PG

p.

140).

The

of "consists

relationship

in" is, we might

say, a token-relation

ship, or a relationship between tokens or particulars, not between types of
properties. This (token of) "interpreting the figure as an F" may consist in
this (token of) "saying that it's supposed to be an F" but not just any such
saying

constitutes

such

an

interpreting.11

One might respond by insisting that in such a case the interpreting had
not really consisted simply in the saying after all, but had only consisted
in the
to be

Then

saying-in-those-circumstances.
true

that

"consists

tion,Wittgenstein

presumably
necessarily

such-a-saying-in-those-circumstances

tutes such an interpreting.12 But
understands

it would

in."

For

some

that is not how Wittgenstein
concepts,

such

as

aesthetic

turn

out

consti

usually
apprecia

confesses that they are so complex that to describe what
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they consist

in "we would
what

however,

Generally,

have

to describe

a phenomenon

the whole
in can

consists

environment."13

be

rather

specified

easily from case to case (e.g., LSD p. 308). The circumstances, which are
certainly relevant, are presupposed by the specification and not themselves
part of the specification (BrB p. 114).14
II
focus on what things consist in is an important part ofhis

Wittgenstein's
campaign

essentialism

against

about

1) The first is the Socratic
have

He

concepts.

prejudice,

concerns:

two main

has

as he sees it, that concepts must

essences:

I cannot
better
than
characterize
my standpoint
in the Platonic
to that which
Socrates
represents

To break

dialogues.15

the spell of this prejudice Wittgenstein
us

in to make

consists

answers

to articulate

try

the

it is opposed

that

by saying

assumed

a concept

asks what
essence.

own

His

to these questions tend to be philosophically deflation
occasional
the
ary. Pressing
question is oftenmore interesting to him than answering
it. Socrates presses this question too, but he does so because he thinks we
don't

know

what

we

are

talking

about,

and

cannot

unless

know,

we

can

calls the Socratic Fallacy.)
(This is what Geach
produce an essence.
on
never
doubts
that we know what we are
the
other
hand,
Wittgenstein,
we
in
is
about.
Where
go wrong
accounting for (philosophizing
talking
we
know.
what
about)
further concern is that the Socratic

2) Wittgenstein's
dangerous

consequence.

We

apprehend

unreflectively

ing obviously common to all instantiations

endeavors,

such

as

expecting,

reading

prejudice

that

there

is a kind of general
be called
finds) what would
from a reservoir.

a

of concepts referring to human
or

training.

So,

driven

prejudice, we postulate a hidden something in a sort ofmental
says (BrB p. 143):
satisfy the prejudice. Wittgenstein
There

has
is noth

which
disease
of thinking
a mental
state from which

by

our

reservoir to

looks for (and
always
all our acts spring as

For example, we postulate a spiritual activity (geistige T?tigkeit, PI 36 &
156), an experience that slips quickly by (PG p. 169) and is hard to get hold
of (PI 436), or a peculiar feeling (BrB pp. 132-3 & 167). This ethereal
something that plays the role of an essence turns out to be difficult to grasp
(PG pp. 74-5) and takes on a life of its own as part of a mysterious and

is not totally unlike that gener
problematic realm. (The mysteriousness
ated by Plato's realm of the Forms wherein his essences reside.) By forcing
is con
us to look for and articulate these mysterious items, Wittgenstein
or
see
we
do
that they
vinced
either that they do not exist,
will
not, in any
to
have (MLN pp. 104 &
case, have the salient role that they had seemed
107; BIB p. 42; & PI 578). Socrates and Plato really had no grounds (other
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than a sort o?a priori transcendental deduction) for their optimism about
being able (ultimately) to articulate essences, but they remained optimistic
nevertheless. Plato insisted that itwould take decades of dialectic before
one could really grasp the Forms, thereby insulating his view from test
ability.16
the question of what various human activities consist in,
by denying its existence,
Wittgenstein hopes to demystify themental?not
but by diagnosing and transcending our conception of it as an invisible
By pressing

reservoir.

of) what

constitutes,

should

concentrate

on what

and movements

riences
Therein

lies

the

the person, at the moment,

of looking within

Instead

essence

e.g.,
leads

intending,
up

expecting,

to, surrounds,

with which we usually

and

or

follows

associate

for (the

reading,
the

we
expe

the activity.

answer.17

Ill
thinks the Socratic prejudice is most dangerous
Though Wittgenstein
when it perverts our understanding ofhuman activity and themental, that
is not

his

only

target.

In several

cases,

he

ventures

away

from

the mental

to query what other things consist in.18 This section will focus on just one
of them?the quality of goodness. Wittgenstein says very little about ethics
in his middle and later writings, but there are more extensive comments
in his

lectures.19

campaign against the Socratic prejudice is best known in
Wittgenstein's
his discussion of games (PI 65-71). There is, he holds, nothing common to
In lectures he
all instances of games that could constitute their essence.
draws an explicit parallel between games and goodness in this regard.
Then he goes on to say:
of an action, and in aesthetics,
about
in ethics, about the goodness
question
of the action,
the lines and
of a face, is whether
the characteristics
the beauty
. .a
or of beauty.
Or do they
of goodness,
colors of the face, are.
symptom
constitute
them?20

The

It is clear from G.E. Moore's notes of these lectures that Wittgenstein
means to reject the view that they are symptoms.21 This, however, leaves
two alternatives still open. Either he accepts the view that they constitute
goodness, or else he rejects the cognitivist presupposition that lies behind
the dichotomy. These possibilities will be considered in turn.
idea that the characteristics of an action or person constitute its
goodness should, by now, seem like a very natural position forWittgenstein
to take. This general approach to goodness is confirmed in a number of
places.22 Briefly: Goodness has no other property common to all its in
stances, so itwould be a mistake to try to give it a single definition (though
The

it is useful to
refuses to call it indefinable).23 Nevertheless
Wittgenstein
examine the variety of uses of the term. Goodness has a family ofmean
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ings. If it is a single concept, it is so in virtue of the interrelationships
connections

its uses.

among

We

Goodness

has

Goodness
we

all

the

the

person

those characteristics.
or

goodness,

of a family

It

resemblance
of the

characteristics

good.25

is nothing

Plato

would

have

it.

good,

things

and

of the thing called good.
concept.24
or action

person

over

and

It is certainly not participation
as

beauty,

for calling

or characteristics

earmarks
in the

consists

say, make

reasons

have

these are some characteristic

or

Nor

is

that,

as

or behind,

above,

in some form of

it some

non-natural

(Itwould
quality. It is not caused by, or the cause of, those characteristics.
be the latter if the characteristics were symptoms.) St. Francis's goodness,
for example, is (or, consists in) his being generous, sympathetic and truth
ful,while Socrates'

goodness

consists in his being wise and courageous.

Ifwe accept Wittgenstein's
claim that there needn't be anything common
instances of some given concept, then we might well ask what
justification there is forholding that the instances are all covered by that
to all

single concept. Wherein

does the unity lie, ifnot in an essence?

The realm inwhich variable realizability has had its greatest contempo
rary interest is the philosophy ofmind, where functionalists hold that, for
example, pain may be one neural state in humans, while being quite a
In answer to the question why we should
different one in, say,mollusks.
say that both species still, nevertheless, have pain, the answer is that what

is common to the neural states is their role in the organisms' interactions
with their environments.
In both cases the state is, very roughly, caused
by damage and causes defensive action. The Socratic prejudice reasserts
itself, only at a different level of description.

In moral philosophy, those trapped by the essentialist prejudice might
insist that, despite the apparent diversity of good (or beautiful) things,
there

must

be

something

common

to

them?if

not

in

them?namely

a

feeling of approval on the part of the one who ascribes the goodness or
beauty. This is a standard non-descriptivist "move." But Wittgenstein
would question whether we do always approve of something when we call
it good. He

is reported by Bouwsma

to have said:

one

can do is describe
If
certain
of the uses of the word
aspects
"good."
"I approve
"X is good" means
out with
of X"?well
this is a common
. .Even such
But the use is infinitely complex.
of the word.
part of most uses
or "Someone
as: "I approve"
not always
approves"
phrases
might
apply.26

What
you

start

the key lies not in finding some more sophisticated way
of satisfying the Socratic prejudice, but in thoroughly resisting it. In the
seems to be offering the notion of a family
Investigations Wittgenstein
essence
resemblance in the place of
(PI 67). But it is important to see that
a family resemblance is not supposed to be an explanation of the unity of

For Wittgenstein

a concept (a sort of hazy essence), but only a way of describing what unity
there

is to a concept?viz.

there

are many

interconnections.

Wittgenstein's
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the

pressing

it

question,

to say that the unity consists in the human
might be least misleading
to
tendency to group together the things that fall under the concept?i.e.,
see them as going together (BrB pp. 129-130).
Since Wittgenstein's known remarks (from the middle and later period)
about goodness extend over a period of some sixteen years, it is unlikely
that they would all fit together in a neat way. Many of them, as we have
seen, fit the family resemblance model, yet some others do not.
In the notes ofWittgenstein's
lectures on aesthetics, given in 1938,
seems to reject the idea that goodness and beauty are quali
Wittgenstein
ties, focusing on the variety ofways in which the corresponding concepts
are taught and used (L&C pp. 1-3). And in the notorious ?304 of PI,
Wittgenstein writes:
The
tries to force itself on us here.
which
have
the grammar
only rejected
a radical
if we make
break
with
that
the idea
only
paradox
disappears
serves
to
in one way, always
functions
the same
purpose:
language
always
convey
may be about houses,
pains,
good and evil, or any
thoughts?which
thing else you please.

We

He certainly is considering a non-descriptivist account of pain here, and he
certainly is not considering a non-descriptivist account of houses. What
about good and evil? One might well suppose he means to be grouping good
and evil with pain, in contrast with houses, but the passage is inconclusive.
feels, in the lectures on aesthetics,

The temptation Wittgenstein
treat

goodness

presupposition

and

beauty

that

a quality

this presupposition,
temptation.

Qualities

as

qualities,

must

not

an

have

an

have

things)

underwent

stem

However,

if we

succumb

not to
from

a

reject

to the

essence.

views on goodness

One might conjecture thatWittgenstein's
a transformation,

essence.

to

should, we needn't

as Wittgenstein
need

seems

almost

from

a constituent

account

(and other
to non-de

scriptivism, sometime after the 1936 lectures recorded by Rhees, and
before the 1938 lectures on aesthetics. He was in Norway during this
interval. (Indeed, the early sections of PI, through about 188, date from
1936 or before, while the rest of Part I ofPI dates from the '40's.) But this
conjecture still leaves us needing to account for RPP I 160, and the Bou

wsma

remarks, both dating from the late '40's. It is doubtful that any
single account ofWittgenstein's views on ethics can be reconstructed from
the evidence, if, indeed, Wittgenstein had even worked out a view. But he

was

clearly

attracted

by a constituent

account

of goodness.

IV

Though
cepts?the

essentialism
about con
against
Wittgenstein
campaigns
view that all concepts must have necessary and sufficient
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must

conditions?he

some

that

acknowledge

concepts

essences.

have

Tri

angles are obviously three-sided plane figures. In that campaign Wittgen
stein seemed especially to be bothered by hidden essences. But he himself
holds, for instance, that the presence of a certain bacillus in the blood is
the "defining criterion" of angina (BB p. 25). In this context the defining
criterion is the essence of angina, and the presence of a bacillus in the blood
would seem to be a hidden condition.27
Presumably angina is importantly different inWittgenstein's mind from
or pain. This seems consistent with the idea that some
understanding
terms of our language are technical terms, the definition ofwhich we are
willing to leave to science, while other terms are not.28 Non-technical
terms

must

language
never
have

receive

an

account

under

ordinary
a hidden
essence,

and

will

not

have

an

of the

terms

non-technical

Thus,
generally

users

to ordinary

is accessible

that

circumstances.

essence

will
at all

(as we saw in Sections I and II).29 In this context we can see certain debates
in the philosophy ofmind as debates over whether various terms in our
mental vocabulary can be treated as technical terms (type-identity theo
ries) or should be replaced by technical terms (eliminative theories).
resists

Wittgenstein

such

treatments.30

IfWittgenstein believes that a term has an essence, then he could give
an account in terms of (what was called, in Section I) "strong nothing-but
consists in." Where Wittgenstein rejects essences he generally offers fam
ily resemblance as a better way of understanding the unity that resides in
the concept. Here itwould be more appropriate to offer a "weak nothing
but consists in" account. The latter account provides contextually suffi
cient conditions for the application of a concept, the former offersnecessary
and sufficient conditions.

Inves
At the climax of the rule-following argument in the Philosophical
in
the
interest
causal
of
antecedents
after
going
denying
tigations (?198),
by a sign-post, Wittgenstein affirms his interest in "what this going-by-the
. .eigentlich besteht]." He claims that one
sign really consists in [worin.
"goes

by a sign-post

only

in so far as

there

exists

a regular

use

of sign-posts,

a custom." And then he goes on (PI 199, & cf.RFM pp. 322-3) to infer the
following restrictions:
on which
been
have
that there should
It is not possible
only one occasion
a rule. It is not possible
someone
that there should have been only one
obeyed
an order given or understood.
on which
a report was made,
occasion

But what is the foundation of these impossibilities? Ifhe is contemplating
a weak nothing-but consists in account of rule-following, that will not
generate the necessary conditions needed to ground these claims. He could
ground

the

claims

in a "strong

nothing-but

consists

lowing, but, as with understanding and meaning,
is committed to rejecting any such account.

in" account

of rule-fol

it is transparent
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The puzzle here is resolved by recalling that there was another use that
Wittgenstein made of the term "consists in"?the first use mentioned
above, according towhich the account indicates something that is involved
or required.

"Consists

in" can

There

remains,

(& cf.OC 519).

in this

complication

which

condition,

is doing in these passages

a further

however,

a necessary

indicate

simply

is precisely what Wittgenstein

neces

A

usage.

sary condition can be of two types (though the differences may sometimes
be matters of degree): It can be a part or aspect, in the sense inwhich being
a two-dimensional plane figure is a necessary part of being a triangle; or
it can be a background condition, in the sense in which the presence of

oxygen is necessary for lighting a match. Wittgenstein uses "consists in"
in both of these senses,31 and either of them would ground the sort of
impossibility claims that he made above. But it seems certain that in the
rule-following passage he is using "consists in" to indicate a background
condition (& cf.RFM

pp. 322-3).

It should be clear that the necessary-condition usages of "consists in" do
not preclude going on to offer a nothing-but "consists in" account of one
type or the other of some concept (though the two nothing-but types do
one

preclude

another).

have a necessary
distinctive.

a

Consequently

family

resemblance

condition (i.e., common characteristic),

can

concept

but itwill not be

V
Deeper
paring

understanding of the consists-in relation can be gained by com
it with the better-known criterial relation. The differences are

instructive.

or semantical.
role of criteria is fundamentally epistemological
our
way of telling that something is the case. The fact
Noting criteria is
are
that criteria
satisfied licenses us to say that something is so, or to call
The

it so-and-so.

Criteria

are

no

or

of knowledge,

guarantee

of

refutation

skepticism. Rather, they are the public cues that we normally
granted. Criteria get phenomena into the public arena.32

take for

The consists-in relation is fundamentally ontological, indicating what a
phenomenon amounts to, or is. Spelling out constituents of a phenomenon
on whether the
may or may not be epistemologically useful?depending
constituents are in the public arena, and whether the context, relative to
which

the

constituents

count

as

constituents

of the

tion, can be identified.33
In many

cases

the

constituents

are

in the

public

in ques

phenomenon

arena.

In

these

cases

seems to treat the constituents as though they are criteria.34
Wittgenstein
offers constituents that are not
Yet, in many other cases, Wittgenstein
epistemologically helpful, because they are not in the public arena. Let us
call

these

"non-apparent"

constituents.

Non-apparent

constituents
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three kinds: Some constituents are themselves psychological,
such as
intentions or feelings, while others are dispositional
(or counter factual).
And the dispositional
constituents are in turn either dispositions to psy
or
chological states,
dispositions to behave in certain ways (especially, what
one would have said if asked).35
The procedure of determining what a given phenomenon consists in is
potentially an iterative process. If the constituents after the first stage are
then

non-apparent,

we

can

ask

what

these

constituents

consist

PI

in (e.g.,

578, BIB p. 32, & NFL p. 252). Wittgenstein makes the necessity for this
sort of iteration quite clear where the constituents are dispositions (e.g.,
LPP p. 221/322, and LSD p. 316). If the iteration is continued long enough,
we

can

sometimes

expect

to arrive

at

in the public

constituents

arena.

But

this is not an inevitable result, since Wittgenstein's purpose for constitu
ents is not necessarily to produce something in the public arena. Ifwe do
have

that

purpose,

sometimes does

we

may

switch

to a search

for criteria,

as Wittgenstein

(e.g., PG pp. 48 & 81, and LW II pp. 9 & 12).

One way inwhich one might expect constituents to diverge from criteria
would be for the criteria ofpsychological phenomena to be behavioral, while
the constituents are neurological
(as in, for example, human pain is the
firing of C-fibres). But Wittgenstein vigorously rejects that path.36
Another possibility is that there might be certain non-apparent phenom
ena that have no constituents.37 In fact Wittgenstein never offers any
constituents

for experiential

phenomena,

such

as

sensations,

feelings,

or

pains, to consist in. Indeed, he hardly even raises the question (but cf.NFL
pp. 252 & 256). This is interesting since he is, by contrast, quite concerned
to

examine

belief,

and

what

intentional

understanding,

such

phenomena,
consist

in. Apparently

as

intention,

meaning,
senses
an

Wittgenstein

important difference between these kinds of psychological phenomena.38
This difference is not apparent when one focuses on criteria, forWittgen
stein is just as concerned to require criteria for experiential phenomena as
he is for intentional phenomena. Wittgenstein expresses the difference as
follows (PG p. 80):
isn't a further process
hidden
is the real
behind, which
in the way
and causing
these manifestations
accompanying
causes
one to groan, hold one's cheek, pull faces, etc.

There

Wittgenstein
the phenomenon

dispels

the idea of this further process by examining what

of understanding

really

consists

in.39 He

iorist, or any kind of reductionist, about understanding

require

"strong

understanding,
that toothache

nothing-but

consists

in."

But

he

does

is not

because
endorse

a behav

that would
"weak

noth

ing-but consists in" (which is consistent with variable realizability), which
may be called, for ease of reference, constitutivism. Concerning intentional
is a constitutivist, but not quite a behavioral or
phenomena Wittgenstein
even physical constitutivist, since he is sometimes willing to invoke
thoughts, feelings, and dispositions

among the constituents.
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Constitutivism, like reductionism, tends to sound deflationary about the
in question: There is nothing more to it than that. (Recall the
common to both). Of course Wittgenstein
"nothing-but" characterization
does not want to be taken to be denying the existence of the phenomenon
in question. He goes on to say (PG p. 80):

phenomenon

If I am now asked
if I think that there's no such thing as understanding
answer
I must
of understanding,
that this question
only manifestations
as the question
whether
there is a number
three.
senseless

He

only wishes
as

phenomena,

to reject a certain way
behind,

something

being

of thinking about
or over-and-above,

but
is as

intentional
the

constitu

ents.40 While that way of thinking has its naive attraction, Wittgenstein's
rejection is at least plausible.41
is his constitutivism about goodness. Here he is not
since he is not a reductivist. There is almost no

Even more plausible
an ethical naturalist,
to think

temptation
the various
But

features

good-making

when

we

as

of goodness

consider

experiential

or over-and-above,

behind,

something
of an action

or situation.42

phenomena,

there

is considerable

temptation to think of pain, say, as something behind its manifestation.
certainly does not endorse dualism about experiential phe
Wittgenstein
nomena, but he is not a constitutivist either.43 He is not concerned to reject
our standard way of thinking about experiential phenomena.
Of course Wittgenstein is concerned to reject any way of thinking about
experiential phenomena that makes them private. That is, they cannot be
divorced from behavioral or public criteria (NFL p. 233, and, of course, PI
243-315). But it is quite clear that behavioral manifestations are not, do not
constitute, the experiential phenomenon itself (e.g., LPP pp. 20-1 & 279; and
RPP I 137). For experiential phenomena the issue ofwhether they require
criteria (they do, except in first-person expressions, forwhich they have no
criteria), orwhat the criteria are (behavioral), is quite a different issue from
the issue ofwhether they consist in anything, or what they consist in.
This comparison of constitutives with criteria illustrates the important
role of both inWittgenstein's
thinking. The two are complementary, with
more
neither being
fundamental than the other. It is, therefore, striking
that criteria have received somuch of the attention, and constitutives have
received
This

none
paper

of it.
should

serve

as

an

effective

redress

of the

imbalance,

as well

as an advertisement, not only formore work onWittgenstein's use of the
concept of "consists in" and its implications for his attitudes towards the
psychological and the moral, but for further work on the usefulness ofthat
concept

in the

campaign

against

reductivism

concerning

a variety

of issues

in contemporary philosophy.44
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phenomenalism.
is mentioned.)
criterion
a

For
criteria,
1989.
33.

fuller, and
see sections

The

problem

also

LFM

p.

non-traditional,
1-4 of my paper
of identifying

is only rarely
by semantic
tempted
the possibility
of a non-public

He

behaviorist.
182,

where

"Wittgenstein
context

the

of
understanding
and Neuroscience,"
Synthese,

of Wittgenstein's

account

is raised

unidentified student in LPP p. 75/311.
34. Clear

examples

of constituents

that

function

as

for Wittgenstein

criteria

are:

BrB

by
pp.

an

131-2

& 144; PI 164, 177 [liegt],541-2 [lag], 644 [lag], p. 203b; Z 7 & 208 (=RPP I 1); LFM
p. 182; RFM pp. 36, 39, 43 & 44; RPP II 42 & 506; and LW I 655 & 672.
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Albritton
not

the

claims

is the sense

this

'Criterion',"
between
constituents
convergence
about criteria, but rather
thinking
as

ena, such
stituents.

intentions

This

and

work

(as evidenced
were not publicly

examples
the other

it must

hand

vol.
and

that

a

is not

criteria

in the middle

is dominant
7).

stage

(but

of the Term

Use

("On Wittgenstein's
56 [1959], section

a consequence

In my view, this
in Wittgenstein's

of certain psychological
phenom
con
and behavioral
having
public
generally
as it is in the
as common
in the later work

beliefs,
is just

convergence

work

middle

of criteria

ofWittgenstein's
period
The Journal
of Philosophy,

later)

cited above?though
of these
many
by the examples
was doing his research).
On
when Albritton
accessible
in which
be admitted
that there are a few passages

holds
that the behavior
Wittgenstein
some
is mere
intentional
phenomena

that

is criterial

evidence

seems

and
so not

(and

of

constitutive

as

constitutive,

really

I've been using that term): PI p. 211 (cf.LW I 708 & LW II pp. 17-18); C&V p. 70;

are all late passages,
in my
LPP
These
but they are not enough,
pp. 20-21.
to controvert
the general
and
late) between
(both middle
convergence
opinion,
an
at most
constituents
and criteria
of intentional
constitute
phenomena.
They
inWittgenstein's
account
of criteria.
ambivalence

and

Criteria
experiential,

do
clearly
for which

psychological

states:

are

the phenomena
from the phenomena
when
separate
I 137).
there are no constituents
(e.g., RPP

35. Examples of psychological constituents: BIB p. 32; PG pp. 141 & 177; PI 37
& 642; LW II p. 56; LLN p. 4; and LPP p. 301. Examples of dispositions to
PG

p. 119; PI

144;

and

LW

II p. 56.

of dispositions

Examples

to behavior: PG pp. 371-2; PI 187 & 684; Z 674; LSD pp. 316 & 352; LFM p. 88;
LPP pp. 59/183/298& 61; RPP I 1134; RPP II 45; LW I 308 & 317; and LW II pp.
9, 12, 56 & 73.
are

constituents

When

non-apparent

they will

then

not

be

criterial

(contra

Malcolm Budd, Wittgenstein's Philosophy of Psychology [New York: Routledge,
that

p. 140, who
suggests
occasional
divergence
in Wittgenstein's
fluctuation
1989]

this

can be criterial).
to respond
But
to any
is not due
and criteria
as Albritton
to sup
seemed
criteria,

the disposition
constituents

between

about
thinking
between
what Wittgenstein
difference
pose, but rather to an unchanging
to count as a constituent
to count as a criterion;
he is willing
and what
of what

vagaries
36.

LSD

Cf.

reasons

kind
p.

of phenomenon

316.

are

puzzling
1-5 of my paper

sections

is clear,
path
of
this
investigation
problem,
1989.
and Neuroscience,"
Synthese,

Wittgenstein's
For
interesting.

"Wittgenstein

to the

to be considering.

he happens

While
and

is willing
and

an

rejection

of this

his
see

37.Wittgenstein says something like this at Z 16& RPP II 34, but, as I explained
above,

in those

cases

I don't

think he

really means

it.

own
following Wittgenstein's
phenomena"
is my phrase
to refer to what
phenomena"
"Experiential
and "intentional
of consciousness,"
"contents
phenomena"
Wittgenstein
as the "other" category
of psychological
to cover what
he isolates
is my phrase
at RPP
of consciousness.
Cf. also his discussion
that are not contents
phenomena
1836.
38.

usage

I use

the phrase

(LPP

p. 91/221).
there calls

39. My
stein's

reference

phrasing

"psychological

of understanding"
to the "phenomenon
p. 84 and Z 125. My reference

at PG

is supported
by Wittgen
to what
it "really"
consists

in is supported byWittgenstein's phrasing (eigentlich) at PI 198 & RFM pp. 39 &

44.

40.
pp.

113 &
41.

if there is anything
it is the circumstances
phenomena,
See also PI 305-7.
144).

For Wittgenstein,

intentional

In section

8 of his discussion

of criteria

"behind"

the manifestations

of the manifestation
Albritton

disagrees

(PI
that
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are the phenomena
cir
of intentional
(under particular
phenomena
the
but he never
address
(He doesn't
cumstances),
says why he is unconvinced.
to goodness.)
the
from
different
with regard
stems
the
objection
question
Perhaps
as compared
of the constituents
with
of which
the phenomena
logic or grammar
ents/criteria

they are

constituents.

This

is one

difference

that Wittgenstein

was

aware

of (e.g.,

RPP I 1=Z 208; LW II p. 18; and PI p. 212e: Wittgenstein is inclined to think, for
that

example,

as"

"seeing

because
interpreting,
to.
sensitive
always

consists

interpreting

in
in seeing
and not
different,
something
is an action,
but seeing
is a state),
but not
own qualms
are
about
this sort of issue

Wittgenstein's
in her "Note

on the English
of Wittgenstein's
Version
vol. 62 (1953),
(At LLN
p. 522.
Mind,
p. 42, on
Untersuchungen,"
Philosophische
was willing
to take a potentially
attitude
the other hand, Wittgenstein
revisionist
to the extent
of
the concept
that it differs from the concept
toward
of "thought"
are non-apparent
is somewhat
the difficulty
When
the constituents
"expression.")
by Anscombe

preserved

alleviated.
seem to be the clearest
about
42. Plato would
of this way
of thinking
example
over and above
of good-making
the combination
features
goodness?as
something
seem
to be another
of the phenomena.
with his
G.E.
Moore
example,
might
as a simple, non-natural
of goodness
But, in fact, I think Moore
quality.
conception
account
of good
with Wittgenstein's
would
have
been
comfortable
constitutivist
as

ness,

all

to My

Reply

as saying anything
of the
about
the meaning
interpreted
account
I think Moore
had a constitutivist
not). Indeed,
in "A
discussion
of his own views
See Moore's
retrospective

long as it is not
indeed
it was

(as
concept
of goodness

along.

Critics,"

in The

Philosophy

IL: Open Court, 1942) p. 588.

I conjecture
Moore.
Besides
tial

evidence

that Wittgenstein
the philosophical
for such

influence.

was

of G.E.

Moore,

ed., P.A.

Schupp

(LaSalle,

in his thinking
about goodness
by
of their views, there is fair circumstan
had read (at least part of) Principia

influenced

similarity
Wittgenstein

Ethica, though he did not like it (see his letter to Russell

in 1912 in Letters to

1975] p. 9), yet
Press,
[Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
was
on ethics by citing that work. When Wittgenstein
in 1933 it was
in his own lectures
at a time that
goodness

and Moore
Russell,
Keynes
he began
his 1929 lecture
about

remarks

making
he had

for at least a year (see Alice
and weekly
with Moore
privately
in Ludwig
A Portrait,"
Philosophy
Wittgenstein:
Wittgenstein:
Allen & Unwin,
and Language,
& Lazerowitz
1972]
[London: George
ed., Ambrose
a Quality?"
which
"Is Goodness
had just himself been preparing
p. 14). And Moore
been

Ambrose's

was
Mind

meeting

"Ludwig

presented
Association

& Unwin,

to the July,
(reprinted
89-101).

1959]

and the
of the Aristotelian
Society
joint meeting
inMoore's
[London:
George Allen
Philosophical
Papers

1932

pp.

If I am

influenced Wittgenstein
here, then it is perhaps
unique.
right that Moore
von Wright's
there is any trace of an influence
claim:
". . .1 do not believe
on Wittgenstein"
A Biographical
of Moore's
("Ludwig
Wittgenstein:
philosophy
in von Wright's
1982] p.
[Oxford: Basil
Blackwell,
Sketch,"
Wittgenstein
reprinted

Cf. G.H.

28).
seems
case
to offering
found where Wittgenstein
close
I have
is RC III 112. But this does not seem
for an experiential
phenomenon
color-blind
that being
to me
to be a genuine
Wittgenstein
suggests
exception.
in not being
in certain
But he does not
consists
able to engage
games.
language
43.

The

one

constituents

in
in being able to engage
consists
claim that being color-sighted
we would
even
have
if
did
make
this
he
inverse
And
claim,
games.
language
the
than
in" in the nothing-but
rather
to be sure that he was
"consists
using
sense.
necessary-condition

make

the

inverse

those
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44. While
von Wright,
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on this topic I have benefited
of G.H.
from the encouragement
working
to
the example
of Rogers
Albritton's
and
archeological
approach
to the
An earlier version
of some parts of this paper was
presented

Wittgenstein.
Southern
Society

Louisi
in New Orleans,
for Philosophy
and Psychology
meeting
1989. While
I have benefited
from comments
this paper
ana, March,
by
revising
Jim Peterman
and Peter
Paul
Malcolm
Alfred
Nordmann,
Budd,
Boghossian,
Winch.
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